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Abstract: Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is an advanced imaging approach that
faces critical challenges in the analysis of both materials and biological specimens. CLEM integrates
the strengths of both light and electron microscopy, in a hardware and software correlative environ-
ment, to produce a composite image that combines the high resolution of the electron microscope
with the large field of view of the light microscope. It enables a more comprehensive understanding
of a sample’s microstructure, texture, morphology, and elemental distribution, thereby facilitating the
interpretation of its properties and characteristics. CLEM has diverse applications in the geoscience
field, including mineralogy, petrography, and geochemistry. Despite its many advantages, CLEM
has some limitations that need to be considered. One of its major limitations is the complexity of the
imaging process. CLEM requires specialized equipment and expertise, and it can be challenging to
obtain high-quality images that are suitable for analysis. In this study, we present a CLEM workflow
based on an innovative sample holder design specially dedicated to the examination of thin sections
and three-dimensional samples, with a particular emphasis on geosciences.
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1. Introduction

Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is an imaging approach that com-
bines the strengths of light microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy (EM) to provide
crucial information in the analysis of both materials and biological specimens [1,2]. This
approach allows researchers to visualize the same sample using both LM and EM, thereby
enabling the identification and localization of specific regions of interest (ROIs) and features
to be characterized in terms of morphology, function, and chemistry [3,4]. CLEM has been
used in a wide range of biological studies to investigate transient intracellular features of
interest [5–7] and cell biology [4,8,9], to target and characterize sites within multicellular
organisms [10,11], and to understand the dynamics of cellular trafficking [12,13], and has
been used in neuroscience research [14–16]. One of the most common applications of
CLEM is the analysis of the cellular structure and function, which can help researchers to
understand the cellular mechanisms underlying various biological processes [17,18].

CLEM can be combined with complementary destructive and non-destructive charac-
terization techniques such as X-ray microscopy (XRM) [19–23], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [24,25],
Raman spectroscopy [26,27], electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [28,29], and focused
ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) tomography [30].

In material sciences, CLEM has been used to study the structure and properties of
various materials using a multiscale and multimodal approach. For example, CLEM, cou-
pled with XRM and EBSD, was employed to investigate the microstructure of AlSi10Mg
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components fabricated via Powder Bed Fusion—Laser Beam (PBF-LB), a promising ad-
ditive manufacturing technique in the aerospace industry. The study aimed to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the relationship between the fabrication process and the
effective microstructure of the components using a multimodal and multiscale correlative
microscopy approach [28]. In Cultural Heritage research and conservation strategies, CLEM
can be coupled with non-destructive techniques such as XRM and Raman spectroscopy for
the study of ancient metallic artifacts, to reveal the original microstructures and corrosion
patterns that threaten these unique objects. This approach unlocked a quantitative analysis
of the 3D distribution and the orientation of fractures, as well as uncorroded metal particles
within a wrought iron javelin unearthed at the Phoenician–Punic site of Motya, Italy [31].
Researchers also proposed an integrated workflow to explore corrosion mechanisms in
ancient metallic artifacts based on CLEM, XRM, and Raman spectroscopy, which permits
the extraction of the maximum information with the minimum sampling. The results
revealed the internal structure of the artefact and the structural discontinuities which lead
to the corrosion [32].

CLEM is particularly useful in cases where LM or EM alone cannot provide sufficient
information about the sample. For example, LM can provide detailed information about the
localization of fluorescently labeled proteins, but it lacks the resolution needed to identify
the fine details of cellular structures. On the other hand, EM can provide high-resolution
images of cellular structures, but it cannot identify specific proteins or structures in the
same way that LM can. By combining LM and EM, CLEM overcomes the limitations of
both techniques and provides a more complete picture of the sample. Despite its many
advantages, CLEM has some limitations that need to be considered. One of the major
limitations of CLEM is the complexity of the imaging process. CLEM requires specialized
equipment and expertise, and it can be challenging to obtain high-quality images that
are suitable for analysis. Additionally, the preparation of samples for CLEM can be time-
consuming and labor-intensive, which can limit the throughput of the technique.

Despite the plethora of standard hardware and software solutions available on the
market, specific applications remain unexplored or under-optimized from a design perspec-
tive. The novelty of our study lies in the development of a tailored and optimized workflow,
with a particular emphasis on applications within the geosciences, which addresses pre-
viously unmet requirements through the innovative sample holder design, called GTSx6.
Furthermore, this scientific contribution underscores the remarkable versatility of CLEM,
where established software tools, such as ZEN Connect, can serve as open development
platforms and are compatible with innovative hardware solutions that address pertinent
demands, exemplified by the GTSx6 sample holder. Additionally, our work furnishes
comprehensive guidelines pertaining to the fundamental attributes of a new sample holder
design for correlative microscopy, thus serving as a potential reference manual for those
engaged in the design of novel products.

In this paper, we present a CLEM workflow based on an innovative sample holder
design, called GTSx6, specially dedicated to the examination of thin sections and three-
dimensional samples, with a particular emphasis on geosciences. The sample holder is
designed to provide accuracy and efficiency for CLEM experiments and is compatible with
both light and electron microscopes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation

After initial LM observations, the samples were selected and glued on a glass slide
using crystalbond inert balm, for compositional analyses, or on a stub using a disc of carbon
tape, for morphoscopic observations. The slide samples were successively smoothed to
obtain a flat and shiny surface. For the progressive grinding of the samples, abrasive sheets
and pastes ranging from 30 to 3 µm were used, while for polishing, those with 1 µm were
employed. Samples were coated with a 15 nm carbon layer using graphite braids mounted
in a Quorum 150 R ES Plus from Quorum Technologies (Lewes, UK). The thick sections
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and the three-dimensional samples were prepared in the National Institute of Geophysics
and Volcanology (INGV), The Etna Observatory (OE, Catania Section) laboratories, while
the transparent thin sections were prepared in external laboratories.

2.2. Light Microscopy (LM)

The initial investigation was performed using a ZEISS Axio Zoom V16 (Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) [33]. The microscope was equipped with a non-motorized planar
stage where samples were accommodated.

2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

After the initial survey that was performed using LM, samples were investigated
using a ZEISS EVO 15 [34] scanning electron microscope equipped with an EDX probe
Ultim Max 65 mm2 from Oxford Instruments (Abingdon, UK) [35]. Before conducting the
analyses, limits of the stage movements in x, y, and z rotation and tilt were imposed using
SmartSEM (Version 6.09, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) software to prevent collisions
between the sample holder and the inner walls of the SEM chamber during the analysis
session. As additional settings, the scan rotation was deactivated and so was the beam
shift option for centering points and features. The latter was set to use only the movement
of the stage—and not the shifting of the beam—for reaching the regions of interest and
navigating the sample. This was crucial for the accuracy of the entire correlative workflow.
Imaging and EDX analyses were performed using the following SEM parameters and beam
conditions: acceleration voltage: 20 kV, probe current: 300 pA, beam current: 30 µA, WD:
13.5 mm, and XPP data reduction routine.

2.4. Description of the Innovative Sample Holder (GTSx6)

The design of the innovative sample holder came from collaboration between Sapienza
University of Rome, INGV-OE laboratories, and Carl Zeiss—Research Microscopy Solutions.
The idea stemmed from the need to develop state-of-the-art solutions tailored to specific
research needs and capable of enhancing scientific research activities.

The innovative GTSx6 sample holder for CLEM was specifically designed to inves-
tigate thick/thin sections and three-dimensional samples in a correlative microscopy en-
vironment. GTSx6 is equipped with a range of features that make it a valuable solution
for correlative microscopy research needs. With the capability to accommodate up to six
specimen thick/thin sections, it makes it possible to analyze multiple samples with ease,
maximizing the throughput of the experiments.

The six sliding closures ensure that samples are stabilized during analysis, avoid-
ing motion artifacts and alignment problems. The eight stub holders provide precise
positioning for standards used in chemical analysis or can be used as additional sample
accommodations. The sample holder features an XY reference grid to easily identify and re-
locate the same regions of interest (ROIs) when moving from one characterization platform
to the other, simplifying the correlative microscopy workflow. The presence of three fiducial
markers (reference triangles) allows the calibration and alignment of the holder within
the microscope, which can be performed using SmartSEM and ZEN Connect software
(Version 3.2, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) (see Figure 1).

Fiducial markers are essential as they enable the creation of a consistently valid
sample holder’s reference model, regardless of the type, geometry, and morphology of
the specimens mounted on it. During calibration, the vertices associated with the right
angles of each triangle were taken as reference points. Although it is challenging to assign a
numerical value to calibration accuracy, it is possible to assess the quality of the calibration:
ZEN Connect allows for the visualization of the acquired image in a global reference system
and the option to translate/rotate the image to align it perfectly with other acquired images.
In the following analyses, we observed a perfect alignment that did not require manual
intervention by the operator. The sliding dovetail joint ensures compatibility with ZEISS
light and electron microscopes and simplifies the installation process (see Figure 2). These
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features make the product an ideal solution for research needs, providing the accuracy and
efficiency needed to get the most out of CLEM experiments.
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with eight stub holders for positioning additional samples and/or standards used in chemical anal-
ysis. GTSx6 also includes an XY reference grid and three fiducial markers for easy calibration and
alignment using ZEN Connect software.
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Figure 2. Innovative sample holder design compatibility and calibration. The holder features
three numbered fiducial markers (reference triangles) for ZEN Connect software alignment and a
sliding dovetail joint for easy installation and microscope compatibility.

2.5. ZEISS ZEN Connect Software

LM, SEM, and EDX data were integrated in a correlative microscopy environment
provided by ZEISS ZEN Connect [36] software (Version 3.2). This software allows the
integration and overlapping of different microscopy images and data from the same sample
on different-length scales. ZEISS ZEN Connect software was also used at the beginning of
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the SEM investigation to calibrate the sample holder using three fiducial markers and to
upload its digital model.

3. Results and Discussion

In this paper, we present a CLEM workflow based on the innovative GTSx6 sample
holder that enables the convenient and simultaneous mounting of several types of samples
such as three-dimensional samples on stubs and thick/thin sections, with a particular
focus on applications in the field of geosciences. Our study involves the characterization of
thick/thin sections and three-dimensional samples of ashes and lapilli from the volcanic
activity of Mount Etna and Stromboli (Sicily, Italy), as depicted in Figure 3, from both mor-
phological and compositional perspectives. When it comes to preparing three-dimensional
samples, the process is streamlined and efficient. These samples are swiftly affixed to stubs
using adhesive graphite discs. Such prepared samples facilitate morphoscopic studies
and qualitative analysis, allowing researchers to examine their shape characteristics. Thin
sections can either be transparent (thin), making them visible under a light microscope
with both reflected and transmitted light, or they can be non-transparent (thick), which are
suitable for quantitative analysis utilizing scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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Figure 3. Acquisition of reference images for the application of the CLEM workflow. Multiple
reference images of the GTSx6 sample holder with the specimens mounted on it were acquired using
LM. Lapilli and ashes thick/thin sections, as well as three-dimensional samples, were investigated.
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Three-dimensional and two-dimensional observations together with quantitative
analyses allowed us to obtain information on the processes that triggered the eruption and
were involved during the ascent of the magma.

The first step of the CLEM workflow involves creating a reference model of the sample
holder being used. This procedure is carried out using the fiducial markers on the GTSx6
sample holder, specifically selecting the vertices associated with the right angle of each of
the reference triangles. Since the marker traces have finite dimensions, it is good practice to
capture high-magnification images with the marker within the microscope’s field of view
(FOV) to minimize uncertainty in the selection of the reference point. Fiducial markers
are essential as they enable the creation of a consistently valid sample holder’s reference
model, regardless of the type, geometry, and morphology of the specimens mounted on it.
Performing calibration with a robust and precise procedure greatly facilitates the alignment
of images acquired using various instruments. Then, multiple reference images of the
GTSx6 sample holder with the specimens mounted on it should be acquired using LM to
obtain a general overview and drive the further workflow’s steps. Additionally, a multiscale
approach should also be employed during LM acquisition to achieve a comparable FOV to
that of the SEM, as demonstrated in Figure 3. This enabled us to obtain specimen images
where features were represented with similar resolution, maximizing the information
obtained from CLEM.

It should be emphasized that during the acquisition using LM, the sample holder needs
to be moved to capture a multiscale reference model of the entire holder and specimens.
While a motorized microscope stage would facilitate and streamline this operation, in our
demonstration, we employed a manually movable table to showcase the ease with which
this can be achieved.

Once LM acquisition is complete, the GTSx6 sample holder can be transferred and
positioned within the SEM chamber.

The following Figure 4 showcases lapilli captured using LM on a transparent section,
where images acquired through SEM were overlaid. This example serves as a comparison
between two distinct observations and analytical systems that enable the investigation on
different-length scales. The key advantage lies in the correlation between these images, as
it enables a rapid and precise identification of the observed features during the previous
LM investigation.

By superimposing the SEM images onto the LM results of the transparent section
containing lapilli, researchers gain valuable insights into the sample’s structure and compo-
sition. The light microscope provides a larger FOV, allowing for an initial examination of
the lapilli’s overall morphology and spatial arrangement. This is particularly important
when dealing with samples with large regions of interest, such as thin sections of rocks,
which can be easily navigated and reached thanks to the overview image provided by
LM. On the other hand, SEM provides high-resolution details, unveiling intricate surface
characteristics and facilitating the analysis of fine structures.

The combination of both observation techniques offers a comprehensive approach
to the study of specimens. Researchers can quickly pinpoint specific ROIs using the LM
image as a reference and then delve into detailed analyses with the SEM images.

This integrated approach enhances the accuracy and efficiency of the investigation,
ensuring a thorough understanding of the observed features aiding in the characterization,
classification, and further scientific investigations related to these intriguing geological
formations. LM in transmitted light is not only valuable as a tool for connecting the
microscopic to the nanoscopic investigation of the sample. It is also an important technique
for the identification and characterization of the mineral species in the thin section. By
observing the sample in plane and crossed polarized light, researchers can gain unique
diagnostic features of the samples that cannot be achieved with SEM-EDX alone, for
example, colors, angle of extinction, birefringence, grain size and grain orientation [37],
and the internal structure of lapilli [38].
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Figure 4. CLEM images of a lapilli thin section. Images of lapilli acquired using LM on a thin
section where SEM images were superimposed. This example compares two different observation
and analytical systems that operate at different magnifications. Thanks to the correlation between the
images, it is possible to quickly identify and accurately analyze what was observed during the LM
investigation using the higher SEM resolution.

The same procedure was adopted to investigate three-dimensional ashes samples, as
reported in Figure 5. By combining the capabilities of both LM and SEM, researchers can
delve into a multifaceted examination of ash particles. The stereo-like LM images offer
a macroscopic 3D perspective, allowing for initial observations of the overall color, size,
shape, and distribution patterns of the particles. The details of the surface structure, such as
fractures, smoothness, and vesicularity, can be firstly assessed on unpolished samples [39].
On the other hand, the SEM images provide high-resolution details, revealing complex
surface features, topography, and compositional information.

There is numerous additional information coming from the observation of volcanic
ashes, which can be correlated with electron microscopy, that was not included in the work-
flow presented in this paper. For example, stereomicroscopes can provide a quantitative
characterization of the texture of ash particles [40] and an estimation of the percentages of
abundance of different ash components [41]. The color of ash particles can also be measured
and correlated with the chemical composition, to gain insights into the processes that occur
in the conduit just before a volcanic eruption [42].
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investigation of ash particles captured using LM, with their corresponding images acquired through
SEM (superimposed).

The results shown in Figure 6 showcase lapilli, captured through both SEM and an
LM (see Figure 6a). Near to the areas of particular interest, EDX maps were generated,
focusing on the distribution of two specific mineral types: plagioclase in the upper section
and olivine in the lower section, which can be also appreciated in the enlarged view of
Figure 6b.

The SEM image offers a high-resolution view of the lapilli’s surface, revealing intricate
details and textural features. The combination of SEM images and EDX maps in a correlative
microscopy environment allows researchers to examine the fine structure and morphology
coupled with the elemental composition of the minerals within the sample at the same time.

These maps highlight the distribution and abundance of plagioclase minerals in
the upper section and olivine minerals in the lower section. By analyzing these maps,
researchers can gain insights into the mineralogy of the lapilli, helping to identify specific
mineral phases and understand their spatial relationships within the sample. A multiscale
and multimodal overview of the investigated specimens is reported in Video S1.
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sidered. One of the major limitations of CLEM is the complexity of the imaging process. 
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high-quality images that are suitable for analysis. In this work, we have presented a CLEM 
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throughput. We demonstrated the correlative microscopy approach to be invaluable in the 
investigation of lapilli and ash particles from volcanic activity. By correlating LM, SEM, 
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Figure 6. CLEM images with compositional maps. (a) Combination of LM and SEM images coupled
with the generation of EDX maps where (b) an enlarged view highlighting the chemical elements
composing the sample is reported.

4. Conclusions

Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is an imaging approach that com-
bines the strengths of light microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy (EM) to provide
crucial information in the analysis of both materials and biological specimens. CLEM
has diverse applications in the geoscience field, including mineralogy, petrography, and
geochemistry. Despite its many advantages, CLEM has some limitations that need to
be considered. One of the major limitations of CLEM is the complexity of the imaging
process. CLEM requires specialized equipment and expertise, and it can be challenging
to obtain high-quality images that are suitable for analysis. In this work, we have pre-
sented a CLEM workflow applied to geosciences, focusing on the use of an innovative
sample holder called GTSx6 which is designed to improve and ease data correlation with
an enhanced throughput. We demonstrated the correlative microscopy approach to be
invaluable in the investigation of lapilli and ash particles from volcanic activity. By corre-
lating LM, SEM, and EDX analysis, we gained insights into the morphology, composition,
and distribution of minerals within the samples. The ability to analyze multiple samples
simultaneously and efficiently align the holder between different microscopes significantly
improved the accuracy and efficiency of the investigation. We also proved that the GTSx6
sample holder streamlines the CLEM workflow, allowing for the simultaneous analysis
of multiple samples, simplifying calibration and alignment. The application of the holder
in the study of lapilli and ash particles demonstrates its effectiveness in geosciences, en-
abling researchers to gain insights into the samples’ characteristics and mineral distribution.
Finally, this scientific contribution underscores the remarkable versatility of CLEM, where
established software tools, such as ZEN Connect, can serve as open development platforms
and are compatible with innovative hardware solutions that address pertinent demands,
exemplified by the GTSx6 sample holder.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/jeta1020006/s1, Video S1: CLEM sample navigation using ZEN Connect.
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